All Star Parade of RALEIGH CYCLES

Presented by Currys LTD.

BRITAIN'S LARGEST RALEIGH DISTRIBUTORS
OVER 240 BRANCHES THROUGHOUT ENGLAND AND WALES
RALEIGH SPORTS Model 21
(Lady’s Model 21L)
You’ll be proud to ride away on the popular “Tres” Sports machine. Distinctive features of the new prisoned design include 26" x 1 1/2" Silver Spoke Tyres, and Breaks. BIS Saddle (Lady’s Model Brocket 872). Both Lady’s and Gentleman’s models are available in Crimson or Whisper Blue.
Frame Size: 21", 22"  
Lady’s 21"  
Price: £15.19.6
Extrav. Sturmey-Archer medium ratio 3-speed gear (type A1W18 or A1W19). Reims, Dynamo Lighting  £4.6

RALEIGH SPORTS TOURIST Model 23
(Lady’s Model 23L)
The design and finish of this Tourist model will certainly appeal to the discriminating cyclist. Features include combined Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, with Dynamo Lighting and Dry Battery Unit. Brakes or Terry’s Spring Toe Saddle. Painted to match $15.19.6 frame and complete with Rear Fender and Steel Frame Sizes: 21", 22"  
Distance: 21"  
Price: £21.19.6
Extrav. (Lady’s or Gent’s)

SUPERB SPORTS Tourist Model 24 (Lady’s Model 22L)
A distinctive sports tourer, equipped with full luxury specification. Finished in Superb Raleigh Green with Gold striping. Painted from front forks, combined Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Gear, Dynamo Lighting and Dynamo-Luxor Brake Switch Unit. Prices shown are preliminary—fully the cost of a 3-speed gear (type A1W18 or A1W19). Reims, Dynamo Lighting  £4.6

RALEIGH SPORTS LIGHT ROADSTER Model 22
(Lady’s Model 22L)
An exceptionally fine machine—very light but built to suit everyday needs. Ideal for a week-end trip or for riding on roads. Frames in Black anodised with Gold trim.  
Price: £15.19.6
Extrav. (Lady’s or Gent’s)
Sturmey-Archer with 3-speed gear (type AM18 or AM19). With Dynamo Lighting and Dry Battery Unit.  
64. (21 x 1/2).  
*CURLY SQUARE DEAL EASY TERMS  
All models shown in this brochure are available with immediate delivery on CURLY Square Deal Easy Terms.

RALEIGH LENTON SPORTS Model 28
The Lenton is the latest design of the Sports machine. The outstanding machine is used by Britain’s World Champion riders—Reg Harris for his road racing. Special features are Reynolds “531” tubing, Double Spoke Tyres and Breaks 531 Spokes. Paint pattern handpainted with 2 drops. Hand-  
Crimson finished in super-chrome Lemon Green with decorative white lining and decorative handles.  
Extrav. Sturmey-Archer 3-speed medium ratio gear (type AM21W18 or A1W19). Reims, Dynamo Lighting  £4.6
Cash Price: £17.10.0  

RALEIGH "DAWN" Model 11L
(Lady’s Model 11L)
A saleable design of the new modern design. An ideal model for the flower-of-the-ear or young adolescent. It is constructed to make the rider feel that they are on the right machine. A perfect present of many years’ reliable service from this sturdy machine.

Price: £15.19.6
Extrav. (Lady’s or Gent’s)
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear (type AM18 or AM19). With Dynamo Lighting and Dry Battery Unit.  
64. (21 x 1/2).  
*DAWN* Tourist Model 12L (Gent’s Model 12L)
Similar to above, but supplied with combined Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Hub and Dynamo Lighting. Dry Battery Unit and Steel Frame.  
64. (21 x 1/2).  
Extrav. (Gent’s or Gent’s)
Cash Price: £17.19.6

LENTON SPORTS Lady’s Model 28L
This model of the Lady Club Roadster has been adequately catered for with this new Lenton Sports model. Introduced only last year and already tremendously popular. The specification is similar to the Gent’s models but tenders and parts are fitted instead of steel, and handlebars have 4 1/2" drop against 6 1/2" on the Gent’s machine. Frame size 22", 21" only.

Price: £17.10.0
Extrav.  
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed medium ratio gear (type AM21W18 or A1W19). Reims, Dynamo Lighting  £4.6

CYCLE YOUR FARES AWAY—ON A RALEIGH FROM Currys LTD.
Choose your hub from this complete range

SA
ENGLAND

These hubs have the following exclusive refinements: ALLOY SHELL—one-piece die-cast weight of over 3 pounds—single or double free-running wheel. All ball races are precision ground and finished. WING NUTS QUICK RELEASE FITTINGS.

CLUB

ASC The only Three Speed Fixed Hub manufactured in the world today. 30° and 20° increase from direct drive.

AM Three Speed Medium Ratio 15:51; increase 11:41; decrease from normal. Ideally suitable for sports machines.

FM Four-Speed Medium Ratio 12:31; increase 14:31; decrease from normal. Unquestionably the best allround Club gear.

DYNOHUBS

GH.6 One-piece 8 volt Dynamo. Like all our Dynohubs it is absolutely trouble free and mechanically frictionless.

AG AH Wide Ratio Three Speed gear, combined patent 6 volt Dynamo. Dynamo is one piece, a great saving in weight is made.

FO PW Wide Ratio Four Speed gear, combined patent 6 volt Dynamo. By means of the gear and Dynamo it is now easy to save in weight.

RACING GEARS

AC Three-Speed Close Ratio 6:1, increase 12:1, and 3:1, decrease from normal. Specially designed for Hero Special Start Races.

FC Four-Speed Close Ratio 9:1, increase 18:1, and 9:1, decrease from normal. Specially designed for Post War Start Races.

HEADLAMP & REARLAMP

The headlamp is fully enclosed and of pleasing shape. It is supplied in either Black or Silver finish. The rear light is unique in its simplicity and appearance.

ROADSTER

FW Four-Speed Wide Ratio. The great advantage of this Hub against the corresponding three-speed hubs is the fact that there are two speeds: low (3:1), increase 6:1, and 9:1, decrease from normal. This makes the Hub of the future, as far as Roadster machines are concerned.

AW Three Speed Wide Ratio 3:1, increase 6:1, decrease from normal. Specially suitable for Roadster machines.

ABC Three Speed Wide Ratio 3:1, increase 6:1, decrease from normal. Specially suitable for Roadster machines.

DYNAMO UNIT

This is available with any of the Dynamohubs illustrated above. With the aid of three batteries it provides a light when stationary.

STURMEY - ARCHER

The Original and Best

RALEIGHS for the Children

RALEIGH "WINKIE" TRICYCLE

Let your Kiddy learn to ride on a Raleigh Winkie Tricycle. Yes, 'Junior' will be proud to own this sturdily built and beautifully finished tricycle.

Fitted with Dunlop "Airsprung" puncture-proof tyres (pneumatic, available at slight extra charge), front metal basket, chainguard and toolbag. Finished in a choice of two attractive colours—Bright Red or Worcester Blue with White mudguards. Remember, too, that all Winkie owners can become members of the Circle of Silver Knights.

With "Airsprung" tyres. Cash Price £11.17.6
With pneumatic tyres. Cash Price £12.10.0

THE CIRCLE OF SILVER KNIGHTS

This beautiful silver badge—in handsome case—is available to all "Winkie" tricycle owners.

An illuminated scroll is presented immediately on enrollment, and riders receive their badge after 12 months' membership. This interesting idea was brought about to encourage youngsters to learn and practice road safety, right from the beginning. And how proud they feel to be known as "Shield-bearers" of the Circle of Silver Knights.

RALEIGH JUNIOR Model 31L

(Boy's Model 31)

The Junior model illustrated is supplied in two sizes—17" frame 22" wheels, or 19" frame 24" wheels. The first machine is suitable for children between approximately the ages of 7 and 10 years, whilst the larger model will suit most young riders from 10 to 13 years. Available in two attractive colours—Crimson or Worcester Blue.

Cash Price £13.15.0
(Boy's or Girls')

Extra: Sturmey-Archer 3-speed hub, 41p.

MODEL 310 (Boy's Model 30)

A slightly smaller Junior machine with 15½" frame and 20" wheels.

Cash Price £12.7.6